We report the development of a novel form of diffraction-based 3D microscopy to overcome resolution barriers inherent in high-resolution electron microscopy and tomography. By combining coherent electron diffraction with the oversampling phasing method, we show that the 3D structure of a nanocrystal can be determined ab initio at a resolution of 1 Å from 29 simulated noisy diffraction patterns. This new form of microscopy can be used to image the 3D structures of nanocrystals and noncrystalline samples, with resolution limited only by the quality of sample diffraction.
Electron lens aberration is the major barrier limiting the resolution of electron microscopy. The traditional approach to overcome the barrier is to use the holographic method, originally proposed by Gabor in 1948 [1] . Holography is a two-step imaging approach [2] , including (i) obtaining a hologram from known reference waves and unknown object waves and (ii) converting the hologram to an image by using either light-optical or digital reconstruction. Recently, electron holography has been further developed to probe the local structures of crystals using photoelectron reference waves created from inside the sample itself [3, 4] . Another approach has been to correct the electron microscope image for the effects of spherical aberration using a hardware corrector [5] or software reconstruction from images forming a focal series [6] . However spherically corrected images are still limited in resolution by chromatic aberration [7] . In this Letter, we describe a novel form of microscopy to overcome electron lens aberration (both spherical and chromatic). This form of microscopy does not require highresolution electron lenses or reference waves and can image nanocrystals and noncrystalline samples in three dimensions at ultrahigh resolution.
When a beam of coherent electrons illuminates a finite sample, the electrons scattered by the Coulomb potential of the sample form a diffraction pattern in the far field. If the sample is thin enough that multiple scattering effects are negligible [8] , the diffraction pattern is proportional to the square of the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential. Because of the finite size of the sample, the diffraction pattern can be sampled at a spacing finer than the Nyquist frequency (i.e., the inverse of the size of the sample), which corresponds to surrounding the Coulomb potential of the sample with a region of zeros [9, 10] . The finer the sampling frequency, the larger the region of zeros. When the region of zeros is larger than the Coulomb potential region, the phases are, in principle, available from the diffraction pattern itself and can be directly retrieved by using an iterative algorithm [11, 12] . The first experimental demonstration of the oversampling method was carried out in 1999 by using soft x rays [13] . More recently, it has been applied to determine the 2D shapes of Au nanocrystals and the 3D structures of a noncrystalline nanostructured material using coherent hard x rays [14, 15] . Application of the oversampling method to the electron diffraction has also been pursued to reconstruct a pair of fabricated holes in an opaque film at 5 nm resolution in two dimensions [16] . Here, we show that the combination of the coherent electron diffraction with the oversampling method can determine the 3D structures of nanocrystals and noncrystalline samples at atomic resolution. Figure 1 shows the schematic layout of a 3D electron diffraction microscope. A beam of coherent electrons is generated by an electron gun and is focused to a small spot by a lens. An aperture is placed in front of the lens to adjust the spatial coherence. 3D electron diffraction microscopy requires high spatial and moderate temporal coherence, which are correlated to the oversampling degree approximately by 4Oa and
with the illumination semiangle shown in Fig. 1 , the wavelength, E=E the relative energy spread, d a desired resolution, O the oversampling degree which is equal to p for a 2D sample with a size of a a and 3 p for a 3D sample with a size of a a a, and the oversampling ratio which is defined as the total volume of the Coulomb potential region and the region of zeros divided by the VOLUME 89, NUMBER 15 P
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155502-1 0031-9007=02=89 (15)=155502 (4) volume of the Coulomb potential region. The sample, placed at the focal spot, can be rotated around a single axis for the 3D structure determination. A 2D area detector is placed downstream of the sample to obtain the oversampled diffraction patterns. Each component is in vacuum with a pressure comparable to that of transmission electron microscopy. By using this form of microscopy with coherent electrons, we have carried out a computer simulation for the 3D structural determination of a nanocrystal (framework of Linde type A Al 12 Si 12 O 48 8 ) containing 2 2 2 unit cells. This structure belongs to the cubic crystal system in space group Fm3c, and the particle has a size of 49:22 49:22 49:22 A 3 [17] . Note that 3D diffraction microscopy cannot make use of the high symmetry of the structure since both the Bragg peaks and the intensity between these diffraction peaks are needed for structural determination. Figure 2 (a) shows a section (0.5 Å thick) of the nanocrystal viewed along [100] at z 0, in which the Coulomb potential of Si, Al, and O atoms was calculated by using a five-Gaussian approximation [18] , and the Debye-Waller factors of Si, Al, and O atoms were set at 0.3, 0.3, and 0:5 A 2 , respectively. In the simulation, a beam of coherent electrons with an energy of 300 keV was used and the oversampling ratio () was set at 4.3 in three dimensions. According to Eq. (1), the required spatial coherence of 6 10 ÿ5 rad and the required temporal coherence of E=E 160 were estimated for the studies, in which the temporal coherence can be easily satisfied since electron guns usually have E=E 10 5 . A limited parallel electron beam with coherence better than that required was simulated for the study, which is experimentally attainable by using the Koehler illumination condition. Since multiple scattering from the thin sample is negligible, the diffraction pattern is proportional to the square of the magnitude of the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential.
By setting rotation angles from ÿ70 to 70 in 5
increments around a single rotation axis [19] , a series of 29 2D diffraction patterns was calculated to a resolution of 1 Å . To make the computer simulation more realistic, noise was added to the diffraction patterns with a signalto-noise ratio (SNR) of 3. To simulate a beam stop, an area of 11 11 pixels was removed from the center of each diffraction pattern, but the value of the center pixel in the diffraction pattern of the 0 projection was retained. We have found that the reconstructions are very sensitive to the value of the center pixel of the diffraction pattern, which is likely because the value of the center pixel represents the sum of the Coulomb potential. Figure 2 (b) shows a diffraction pattern at the 0 projection, including both the Bragg peaks and the intensity between the Bragg peaks. The series of diffraction patterns was used to assemble a 3D magnitude of the Fourier transform with an array size of 160 160 160 voxels. Because of the limited number of diffraction pattern projections, the assembled 3D magnitude included a number of undefined voxels whose initial values could not be calculated from the diffraction pattern projections.
The 3D magnitude can be directly converted to an image by using a 3D reconstruction algorithm without the need for interpolation. The algorithm first generated a 3D array of random phases. Combining the random phases and the 3D array of the known magnitude produced a new set of Fourier transform values. Applying an inverse Fourier transform to the 3D Fourier transform set, a 3D array of the Coulomb potential of the sample was obtained. Based on the oversampling ratio, a box of 54 54 54 A 3 was defined as the finite support, a boundary that is somewhat larger than the true envelope of the sample. Outside the finite support, the Coulomb potential was gradually pushed to zero. Inside the finite support, the negative Coulomb potential was pushed to zero and the positive Coulomb potential remained unchanged [20] . In this way, a new 3D array of the Coulomb potential was obtained. By applying the fast Fourier transform to the new 3D array, a new 3D Fourier transform was calculated. The magnitude of the new 3D Fourier transform was then replaced with the 3D array of the known magnitude, in which the value of those undefined voxels in the new 3D Fourier transform remained unchanged. This process represents one iteration of the algorithm.
After about 2000 iterations, the correct phases were retrieved, as indicated by an error function used for 
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155502-2 155502-2 monitoring the reconstruction [10] . Computation time for 2000 iterations on a 440 MHz Sun Solaris computing workstation is about 8 hours. Figure 2 (c) shows a section (0.5 Å thick) of the reconstructed 3D Coulomb potential distribution viewed along [100] at z 0, which is consistent with Fig. 2(a) . Figure 2(d) shows an iso-surface rendering of one-eighth of the reconstructed Coulomb potential (one unit cell), in which the large spheres represent either the Al or Si atoms, and the smaller ones the O atoms. In Fig. 2(d) , the pores and cages in the nanocrystal are also visible. Five more reconstructions were carried out by using different random phase sets as the initial input. The reconstructed Coulomb potential distribution was consistent among all six, which demonstrates the robustness of this approach.
Image reconstruction as a function of the SNR has also been studied. When the SNR was lower than 3, the quality of the reconstructed image deteriorated. To eliminate the effects of the symmetry and crystallinity on the image reconstruction, defects were created in the nanocrystal by removing part of the Coulomb potential at the upper-right corner. A series of 29 diffraction patterns with the SNR of 5 was generated from the nanocrystal with these defects, and the central 11 11 pixels were removed from each diffraction pattern except for the center pixel. By using the image reconstruction algorithm, the 3D structure of the nanocrystal with defects was successfully reconstructed, as shown in Fig. 2(e) . While the simulated defects in the noncrystal is of special and ordered nature for demonstration purposes, the oversampling method can, in principle, handle samples with random defects [11] and grain boundaries.
By combining coherent electron diffraction with the oversampling method, we carried out a computer simulation to successfully determine the 3D structure of a nanocrystal (framework of Linde type A Al 12 Si 12 O 48 8 ) containing 2 2 2 unit cells at a resolution of 1 Å . This form of microscopy can, in principle, be used to determine the 3D structure of nanocrystals and noncrystalline samples at ultrahigh resolution beyond the capability of lens-based electron microscopy. In addition, the electron density necessary to record diffraction pattern is only about 10 ÿ2 of that required for high-resolution electron microscopy observation. Our experimental observation suggests that radiation damage may be related to electron density rather than electron dose. Compared with 3D electron crystallography, which reveals the averaged 3D structure of periodic objects [21, 22] , electron diffraction microscopy reveals the local nonaveraged 3D structure down to the single-atom level. Compared with electron tomography [23] , this form of microscopy is less sensitive to sample movement and charging, does not require data interpolation, and easily bypasses the resolution limit due to sample thickness by considering each 2D diffraction pattern lying on the surface of the curved sphere (Ewald sphere) instead of a plane. We anticipate that 3D electron diffraction microscopy could have an important impact in the burgeoning field of nanoscience and technology for the 3D structure determination and characterization of nanoparticles.
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